
FACULTY FORUM Academic Year 2016-2017 

 

Topic: Making a graph and charts in excel DATE:   09.09.2016 

Speaker: A. LaxmiPrasanna, Guest Faculty, Dept of Computer Science 

Synopsis: 

As the excel sheet and data analysis is important in the current situation for maintain 

department records, Faculty forum has organized a lecture on How to create graphs and 

charts  from the data using excel sheet. A. Laxmi Prasanna, guest faculty from the Dept of 

Computer Science has guided and taught all the faculty regarding this. First theoretically 

explained then later faculty data analysis in excel sheet was shown in computer. 

   



Topic: Personality Development DATE:   17.06.2016 

Speaker: Dr. P. Rajani, Principal, GDC, Begumpet 

Synopsis:  

Speaker has focused on the tips of Personality Development 

1. Accept themselves as they are, Having a Positive self-image 

2. Accept others as they are, Feel confident 

3. Having reasonable pride in themselves and their achievements 

4. Accepting compliments gracefully, Nurture your creative power 

5. Importance of grooming and first impression, Body language 

. 

 

  



Topic: Importance of Microorganisms in Human welfare DATE:   02.07.2016 

Speaker: J. Sree Devi, Asst. Prof of Microbiology 

Synopsis:  Micro organisms are microscopic, living, single celled organisms such as bacteria, 

through the world microorganisms play a vital role in supporting and maintaining nature and 

life. Microorganisms can be harmless, beneficial or pathogenic which means harmful. 

 Benefits of microorganisms were discussed 

1. Nitrogen cycle 

2. Decomposition 

3. Biotechnology 

4. Bioremediation 

5. Pharmaceuticals 

6. Microflora 

7. Food industry and Science 

  



Topic: Indian culture as depicted in Sanskrit literature     

Date: 10.03.2016 

Speaker: Dr. K. Geetha, Asst. Prof of Sanskrit 

Synopsis:   

Speaker has discussed about the transformation of the 

uncultivated into the cultivated humanity. 

Indian culture is unique and well known in the world. 

Vedas are supposed to be the oldest record of Indian 

tradition and culture and their propound the most 

complete, holistic of the world. Those who have deep 

faith on Indology, do believe that Vedas are not written 

by any human being rather it is as invaluable gift of the 

supreme god. 

Many shlokas were given as reference for the above said 

Indian Culture  like 

Yadi no samsskritaa vaani yadi no samskritam manah! 

Yadi no samskrita aacharaha samskrita adhyayanena kim!! 

 

 


